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Oshikango and Katwitwi
border to open in a week…
but prepare your vaccination card to enter Angola
Nghiinomenwa Erastus

n

Beyond the smuggling of oil at the NamAngola border of Oshikango, intra trade
will also open as usual after it was shut
as a measure of controlling the spread of
Covid-19 last year between the two countries.
Various bilateral meetings between Angola
and Namibia have resolved to open one of
the busiest ungazetted borders on 1 February
2021.
A communique signed by the two countries
last week was revealed- highlighting that
the comradeship between the historically
connected nations is responsible for the
decision.
Angola and Namibia share a borderline
stretching from the west till KavangoWest,
with a notable small border post that
facilitated a substantial amount of trade flow
and people movement.
Namely, Oshikango, Katwitwi and Calai
border post. After three bilateral meetings

between the two countries, they agreed to
re-open their border to enable the movement
of people and goods to enhance their citizens
socio-economic status.
The two nations who are tied beyond trade
relationship agreed that the OshikangoSanta Clara and Katwitwi Border Post
should be opened for people and goods in the
01 January 2021 and the rest of the NameAngola borders will be opened by the 15
February 2021.
A joint committee, involving the bordering
regions, such as Ohangwena, Omusati,
Okavango West and Cunene Region will
convene with the modalities required at
the border posts. However, a vaccination
passport/certificate will be required to cross
into Angola, or alternatively one should
present a negative PCR test to the officials to
proceed into the oil rich country. Being fully
fascinated in Angolan definition
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Leonard Haufiku,
Natangwe Kauluma

Parents from different villages surrounding
Eenhana and those whose children are
enrolled at Haimbili Haufiku Secondary
school held a peaceful demonstration on
Saturday, Eenhana town in ohangwena
region. The parents are demanding the return
of grade 8 to Haimbili Haufiku Secondary
school for the 2022 academic year, which
had been removed.
Parents wrote a letter to the office of the
governor of Ohangwena Valde Ndevashiya
to intervene in the matter.
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The school board and the school management
of Haimbili Haufiku Secondary school had
made several requests to the directorate of
education for grade 8 to be returned to the
school. The first attempt was on 1st July 2020
to the regional director through the inspector
of education of the Eenhana Circuit.
The second attempt was on the 22nd
September 2021 by the school board to the
Regional Director, while the third and last
attempt was on the 12th November 2021 to
the chief regional officer.
The Regional Council had a 10th ordinary
council meeting held on the
Continued on P2
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Oshikango
requires one to have received two doses of
any vaccine.
Those who just received one dose will
be allowed to enter but they will be
quarantined for 7-days at their own cost.
Namibia and Angola share various
ungazetted borders that facilitate informal
cross border trade of merchandise between
residents and non-residents.
However, these various border activities
are not recorded by the Customs
Authorities as their values are below the
N$1 000 threshold required by Customs.
The closure of the border has worsened
the negative progress of the Oshikango
town, which has been surviving on the
intra-trade between the two nations and
the free movement of people.
According to the Namibia Statistics
Agency, the low valued transactions
when aggregated, these small transactions
become significant due to their
frequencies.
“If properly harnessed, the agency has the
potential to support Namibia’s ongoing
efforts of poverty alleviation,” the agency
wrote in their 2019 informal cross border
report.
The agency added that in general, informal
cross-border trade plays a significant role
in avoiding widespread food insecurity in
neighbouring countries.
In 2019, total trade (imports plus exports)
amounted to N$19.9 million up by 29,9
percent from the level of N$15,3 million

Ohangwena
recorded in 2016.
Exports made up the largest share of total
trade at 83,7% (N$16,7 million) compared
to imports which accounted for a relatively
low share of 16,3% (N$3,2 million).
Subsequently, Namibia recorded a
favourable informal trade balance
amounting to N$13,4 million.
The Oshikango border post had the highest
share (46,4%) in total trade followed by
Wenela with a share of 42,2%.
With regards to the informal exports, the
largest share of exports was through the
Wenela border post (48%) followed by
Oshikango which accounted for 45,6%.
On the other hand, most of the imports
were recorded to have passed through
Oshikango border post (51,1%) while
19,4% and 12,1% passed through Calai
and Wenela, respectively.
The statistics agency has also explained
in their 2019 report that informal crossborder trade is an important component
of a country’s informal sector as it has
spilled over effects on countries involved,
particularly in the border towns.

14th December 2021 in the conference
hall in which a resolution was passed on
this matter.
The conclusion was that the director of
education, arts and culture should make
all necessary arrangements to ensure
that Grade 8 returns to Haimbili Haufiku
senior Secondary school for academic
year 2022 as a matter of urgency.
Parents said they feel neglected,
deprived of their rights as stakeholders
and disappointed by the conduct of the
directorate of education when it removed
the junior secondary phase from the
school, which has been considered the
best since 1988 in their community and

Ohangwena Region at large.
“This resulted in parents from the region
taking learners to other regions such as
Omusati,Oshana,Oshikoto, Kavango West
and even as far as Khomas for Grade 8
placement,” one of the parents said.
Currently there are more children from
Ohangwena region not admitted in Grade
8 to other regions as it was in the past
and this has resulted in some parents still
looking for placement of their children in
grade 8. They said their only hope now
is to get placement at Haimbili Haufiku
Secondary school.
“Parents feel as if the Directorate is on
a mission to destroy the community,
because of their hostile, untruthful

and unprofessional conduct during the
consultation process between the school
board, the regional Directorate and
regional council. This was demonstrated
by the directorate's lack of consultation
meeting with the regional council as well
as ignoring their pledges and defying the
resolution by the Regional Council.”
Parents demanded that the directorate of
education give a formal approval for the
school to start with grade 8 by Thursday
20th January 2022.
If their demands are not met, they said they
will be left with no choice but to approach
the Minister of Education, Arts and Culture
to seek further assistance.

This is due to the fact that informal
cross-border trades have positive
macroeconomic and social effects such as
food security and income creation for the
rural populations who would otherwise
suffer from exclusion from the mainstream
of trade.
Email: erastus@thevillager.com.na

N$1 trillion settled through Nam
interbank system in 2021
n

A

Nghiinomenwa Erastus

fter 20 years in existence the
country's Interbank Settlement
System has finally managed to
process and settle N$1 trillion worth of
payments.
In other words, the country experienced
more electronic funds transfer (EFTs)
and Payment Card transactions cleared
through Namclear and single-item largevalue transactions 2021`.
The landmark achievement occurred
last year, due to the high volume of
payments settled through the country
systems, the central bank reported last
week.
This is in the midst of the pandemic that
shook systems and created bottlenecks
in supply chains all over the world.
The Namibian Interbank Settlement
System (NISS) is a Real-Time Gross
Settlement System (RTGS) that
processes and settles time-critical
payments.
Interbank transactions settled in the
NISS constitute retail (individual)
payments such as electronic funds
transfer (EFTs) and Payment Card
transactions cleared through Namclear
and single-item large-value transactions
processed by the participants in NISS.
The central bank highlighted that the
highest settlement values recorded to
date is due to high volumes of the new
domestic EFT system streams through
Nampay.
The utilization of the lending facilities
(by commercial banks), specifically the
7 Day repo of the central bank.
While the purchase/resell of government
securities (bonds and treasuries) as the
budget deficit enhances public debts,
accumulation has also contributed to the
volume of settlement.

Tate Calle’s wishes and labour are
also paying off as more of the local
savings that were invested outside
the country are coming back to the
country contributing to the settlements
contributed under NISS.
The central bank reported that inflows
of funds in compliance with Regulation
28 by the Namibia Financial Institutions
Supervisory Authority (Namfisa) are
one of the payments that contributed to
the N$1,05 trillion last year.
Zooming in 2021, aggregate settlement
value recorded in the NISS of N$1.050
trillion- the share of single-transactionssettled in the system amounted to
N$726,4 billion.
This translates into 69% of the total
value settled.
While the retail payment transactions
cleared through Namclear were N$323,9
billion, representing 31 percent of the
aggregate value settled.
The central bank explained that although
the single-item-large-value-transactions
contributed the most to the milestone
settlement value, “it is worth noting that
the retail transactions also contributed
significantly, from a payment stream
perspective”.
There is noticeable public interest in
electronic banking since the introduction
of the Internet as more people are
demanding home banking facilities.
Out of the retail transactions processed,
the Electronic Fund Transfer stream
composed 94,13%t of the total of such
payment value settled.
Moreover, of the total retail payment
transaction value, the Enhanced Credits
which is part of NAMPAY contributed
52,37% of the total retail payments
settled.
The same-day payment stream
contributed 36,43%.
The central bank explained that

upsurge in retail transactions reflects
the industry’s efforts towards the
decommissioning of the old EFT streams
in line with the regulatory requirements
to promote efficiency in the processing
of payments in the NPS.
Equally important to note, the share of
payment card stream in relation to the
total retail payments was 5,87%.
The participants in the payment system
comprise commercial banks, and others
while the central bank is the facilitator
and the regulator.
By executing that responsibility to
ensure the overall soundness and
efficiency of the payment system.
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The Bank is the controller of the clearing
house and provides accommodation
accounts to all clearing banks to
facilitate settlement.
The role of a fully functional and modern
payment system in the economy cannot
be understated.
As it propels the meaningful participation
of all agents in the economy at large.
The central bank stated that it remains
one of its preoccupations to foster
a modern, safe and secure national
payment system that delivers efficient
and effective payment services.
Email: erastus@thevillager.com.na

Aggregate settlement
value recorded in
the NISS of N$1.050
trillion- the share of
single-transactionssettled in the system
amounted to
N$726,4 billion.
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233 692 visited Namibia last
year...arrivals up 37.81%
n

Justicia Shipena

Tourism minister Pohamba Shifeta said
that Namibia observed a 37.81% increase
in tourist arrivals for 2021.
Shifeta said this during the launch of the
tourism sector drive for covid-19 vaccination on Tuesday in Windhoek.
“In terms of numbers, this translates into
233 692 in 2021 against 169,565 tourist
arrivals in 2020,” he said.
He added that the country’s arrivals in
2021 were 354 508 and Namibia reported
192 026 arrivals in 2020.
“Final total arrivals for the year will surely
be more adding arrivals from other entry
points. This is an important achievement
for the sector.”
Moreover, according to statistics by the
hospitality association of Namibia (HAN)
Namibia ended with over 23% room occupancy for the year.
The statistics states that this shows a 50%
improvement as in 2020 room occupancy
was at 16%.
“These percentages are still less than half
of normal tourism flow for Namibia, as in
2019, Namibia recorded an annual room
occupancy of over 53% across the country,” said Shifeta.
According to the electronic border man-

agement system, it indicates that there
were a total of 354 508 entries through
all the border points across the country in
2021.
Hence it shows a 84.61% increase compared to 2020 overall arrivals.
Statistics also indicate that Hosea Kutako
International Airport was the most active
border point with 35.9% of foreign arrival
followed Ariamsvlei with 22.8%, Noordoewer with 13.3%, Trans Kalahari with
12.8% and Rooikop with 5.3% of foreign
arrivals.
“The data shows an upward trend in tour-

ism arrival from only 11 203 tourists in
January to 28 755 tourist arrivals in December. This shows an overall increase of
156.67% in tourist arrival across the year
from January to December.”
The tourism sector drive for covid-19 vaccination campaign aims to foster awareness among employees and tourism business about the importance of vaccination
to achieve herd immunity.
Speaking during the launch, health executive Ben Nangombe said that as of yesterday Namibia administered 413 876 first

doses of Covid-19 vaccines.
“This translates to 23.3% of the target population of 1,7 million. The figure of the
vaccine eligible population was adjusted
from the initial 1,5 million, with the addition of children 12 years older,” he said.
Nangombe stated that 19.8% of Namibia’s
population are fully vaccinated and thus
stressed that the numbers are still far behind the country’s target.
He also said that during the fourth wave
Namibia has begun to observe more severe
illnesses, hospitalisations and deaths.
“This is especially among older adults and
people with comorbidities conditions such
as diabetes, hypertension and HIV, mainly
among the unvaccinated.”
He further said the launch of the campaign
comes at the right time to increase uptake
of vaccination.
“The ministry calls on other sectors, public and private sectors and communities at
large to emulate the tourism sector’s initiative to address the impact of Covid-19,”
he said.
Namibia Tourism Board chief executive
officer Digu //Naobeb said that a country’s
vaccination rate plays a crucial role in travel recovery.
“Some operators within the tourism industry have already started implementing their
own vaccination policies supporting mandatory injections for staff and customers,”
he said.
//Naobeb that those institutions cannot be
blamed for being proactive with vaccination policies.
“Many customers are asking about their
vaccination policies and some vaccinated
travelers want assurance that everyone
they encounter during their trip is also vaccinated,” he expressed.
“There is no doubt that getting vaccinated

and asking all staff to get vaccinated will
benefit our tourism destination and Namibia’s reputation and will help tourism
recovery.”
He further added that he believes it is reasonable to urge frontline tourism staff to
get vaccinated.
“Vaccinated frontline tourism staff inspire
confidence among travelers and will be
good for our destination. It becomes a
selling point and will help our marketing,”
he expressed.
So far, Namibia has undertaken roadshows and community engagement exercises across all the 14 regions in order to
interact with the public, create vaccination
demand and to spread the “Get Vaccinated, Help Kick Covid-19 Out of Namibia”
campaign which concluded last month.
About 77 606 citizens got vaccinated with
their first dose during the roadshow period.
To continue the tourism sector recovery,
the tourism ministry this year signed a
KAZA UNIVISA pact to join Zambia and
Zimbabwe.
“This tourism Univisa will facilitate easy
access of tourists within these partner
countries. We therefore urge the tourism
companies to optimize on the business
opportunities in the KAZA TFCA areas,”
said Shifeta.
Additionally, the ministry calls on tourism companies to participate in the 2020
Dubai Expo in the tourism activities next
month.
As of July this year the tourism ministry
has bid to host the Africa Youth in Tourism Innovation Challenge & Summit 2022
to 2024 which aims at creating awareness
of the sector’s value-chain and appetite for
tourism enterprising among the youth.
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In response to public outcry the public
owned Namibia Wildlife Resort has appointed Karl-Reinhold Risser, to assist
with customer service training and the enhancement of customer experience at the
company resorts.
The company announced the appointment
yesterday, through a press release.
Namibia Wildlife Resort (NWR) spokesperson, Nelson Ashipala explained that the
state owned company always prides itself
in offering good quality service to its customers- however, the company took notice of an increase in customer complaints
across all its lodges.
He said the complaints range from food
quality to service delivery amongst others.
With a growing number of concerns from
the public on the quality of service and
food at our resorts across the country, the
company decided to bring in Risser as a
staff member.
Risser who have worked oversea hotels
before also was a a general manager at
Gocheganas Nature Reserve and Wellness
Village at the same time a trainer in the
hospitality and tourism industry
The veteran will now assist with the food
and beverage menu, customer service
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training and the enhancement of customer
experience at all of the company's resorts.
Furthermore, he will be assisting in costs
management, customer relationship management and the enhancement of the food
and beverage experience.
Risser joined the company last December.
NWR managing director, Matthias Ngwangwama, highlighted that the resort
group has already seen a change in quality
of service at Gross Barmen resort, one of
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their busiest places.
He said the plan now is to move Risser
across all of the resorts so that he can assist with resort staff in implementing new
ideas and strategies and capacity development.
Globally, Mr. Risser worked at some notable hotels in Frankfurt and Germany such
as Hotel Gravenbruch and Atlantic Hotel
in Hamburg. Email: erastus@thevillager.
com.na

Cumulative confirmed cases 				
136 921
Newly confirmed 					
970
Total Re-infections 					
646
New Re-infections 					88
Recoveries 						
126 314
Recovery rate 						
92%
Active cases 						
7 132
Cumulative COVID-19 vaccine 1st doses 			
396 439
Cumulative COVID-19 vaccine 2nd doses 			
234 797
Cumulative COVID-19 vaccine completed			
334 704
COVID-19 Deaths 					
3 280
COVID-19 Related Deaths 				
301
Total Deaths 						
3 581
Total samples tested 					
830 762
Active contacts						2 188
Cumulative number of people quarantined 		
83 838
Number of quarantined people discharged 		
83 303
Number of people in quarantines 				
535
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Big Lips
The Job-AmupandaMaureen-HindaMbuende Saga
Much Ado About
Nothing

Diversified
Thinking
Could
Save Us
The Job-Amupanda-Maureen-Hinda-Mbuende saga is
telling of several things. Indeed, depending on which
side you stand on, Job Amupanda is right to out Maureen
Hinda-Mbuende. Those on Maureen Hinda-Mbuende's
side would argue that Job Amupanda is wrong.
Those with a sense of humour can look at the picture at
the centre of this storm in a teacup as funny. Elsewhere,
that post could have passed for a social media meme or
just one of the things people say to while away time.
Job Amupanda put up the post sometime in July 2021,
and by now, a lot has happened to make people forget it.
Job Amupanda has also posted so much that the picture
should now be water under the bridge.
One would also have thought that since Job Amupanda
and Maureen Hinda-Mbuende were friends and who
often,
fail not
wean
knows could stillost
have
beenwe
friends
thatbecause
post was
innocent social media
commentary.
do not
know what we need to do.
I do not want toWejump
gunsbecause
here and
fail not
we assume
are lazy.that
Maureen Hinda-Mbuende
took
Job
Amupanda
We fail not because there aretonoher
lawyers because the former mayor spurned her sexual
policies.
advances.
But the
most
the times,
fail because
of our
From
fewof
screenshots
Jobwe
Amupanda
has posted
so
planning
that
does
not
factor
in
the
future.
Most
far, nothing suggests anything of a sexual nature. Maybeof
policies,asks
despite
being fertile
with
ideas,meant
seem
ifour
a colleague
you whether
you have
already
a not
sexual
advance,
then
Job Amupanda is right. But it is
to be
forward
looking.
just
a screenshot
that does
not give
context.
While
the private
sector’s
work
on alleviating
Itthe
makes
it very hard
to believe
the claim
by Job
devastating
effects
of Covid-19
should
be
Amupanda that Maureen Hinda-Mbuende wanted him
applauded, this could also be the time when the
by just asking whether he had already left.
nation
needs
to could
look into
the future.
The
context
here
be where
was Job Amupanda?
We
are
all
aware
of
how
tricky and slyWere
Covid-19
Where was Maureen Hinda-Mbuende?
the
could
be, and
that Did
should
the reason
two
supposed
to meet?
Job be
Amupanda
go to why
the
rendezvous,
and need
Maureen
Hinda-Mbuende
was inlate?
we need also
to foxy
like the virus
our
When
Maureen Hinda-Mbuende asked Job Amupanda
planning.
whether
hadcan
already
what dida he
say? of what
Maybe,hewe
start left,
by making
wish-list
I am sure there was a whole conversation, but Job
the nation desperately needs at the moment. Of
Amupanda gave us only one sentence screenshot.
course, the issue of Covid-19 can be a desperate
Indeed, unless we say Maureen Hinda-Mbuende is not
situation
but sent
honestly
theresentence
are other
situations
okay,
she just
that one
even
though too.
the
From
oftothings,
allwhatever
our eyesreason?
on Covid-19,
two
hadthe
not look
agreed
meet for
is greatof but
by soonedoing
we that
misscomes
other
Inwhich
the absence
context,
scenario
into
my mindstuff
is that
Amupanda
wherever
the
important
thatJobmatter
to ourwent
everyday
living.
two
wereappears
supposed
meet.
also means
if Job
It also
thattowe
are It
putting
all ourthat
resources
Amupanda
wentwhile
to theother
rendezvous,
he wanted
to meet
on Covid-19,
areas that
need resources
Maureen Hinda-Mbuende, but she came late or ran late.
are currently unattended to.
Unless Job Amupanda provides a context, anyone who
Having
wish-listthat
could
go athe
long
waymayor
in guiding
thinks
canaconclude
if what
former
says
on -how
cansome
deal romantic
with our allure
challenges
and
isustrue
thatbest
therewe
was
- he was
what
time as well as resources we should commit.
also
interested.
Maureen
Hinda-Mbuende,
too saw
readhappening
what Job
One thing
that has happened
andand
is still
Amupanda
did not
post.lack
Theofpicture
and theapproach
caption
with Covid-19
is the
a centralised
do
saytoanything
a tribe. Just why and how
onnot
how
manage about
resources.
Maureen Hinda-Mbuende concluded that Job Amupanda
Come to think of it, one would have thought that
insinuated that she was a Damara is baffling.
creating some Covid-19 board to manage and
I follow crime reports every weekend. The statistics do
allocate
all the that
resources
have ensured
that
not
even suggest
Damarascould
use knives
all the time.
region
benefitted
from
whatever is collected
there.
I every
am unsure
where
Maureen
Hinda-Mbuende
Such
a board
couldthat
have
separate
from the
her
statistics
to justify
onlybeen
Damaras
use knives.
Itexisting
is uncleargovernment
why Maureenstructures
Hinda-Mbuende
conveniently
but work
with the
ignored
theministries
other part where
Job Amupanda
about
relevant
to minimise
any redtalks
tape
and
her
role
in
the
struggle.
We
all
know
that
during
the
duplication of roles.
armed struggle, people used guns, knives and anything
What is likely to happen if Covid-19 slows down is
to cause harm to the enemy. The liberation struggle was
thata the
country
willwhere
be leftpeople
with infrastructure
they
not
romantic
affair
fought with roses.
may fought
not need
the future.
They
withinweapons.
Just why Maureen HindaOf course,
one mightforgot
arguethethat
these are
field
Mbuende
conveniently
liberation
struggle
part
is not clear.
hospitals,
but the financial resources being
The
whole storm
in atrigger
teacup some
speaksheadache.
about political
committed
now can
differences.
It
also
speaks
about
tribal
differences.
Thereto
The whole scenario should teach us that
is also generational friction. Somewhere in between is
overcome any situation, we need to plan and
gender disrespect.
understand
outAmupanda,
next step.Maureen
This adHinda-Mbuende
hoc approach
On
the part of Job
leaves
us
hanging
and
wanting.
wanted him. Unless Job Amupanda provides the full
For example,
the situation
is dire right
context
of that screenshot,
thatinis schools
gender stereotyping.
Some
that any friendly
likes them.The
now men
and think
the numbers
seem woman
to be growing.
For
Maureenministry
Hinda-Mbuende,
there
element
of
education
has no clue
as isto an
how
they can
tribal
inferiority
complex
where
she
might
have
felt
that
deal with this.
the Wambos despise the Damaras.
Most of the Covid-19 cases in schools are from the
But honestly, it is much ado about nothing.

M

Bellarmine Nneji

ne of the goals most of the world has agreed on is
education for sustainable development. This means
development that considers present concerns without
compromising the interests of future generations. Nations
develop through education that takes care of the present and
the future.
As I have argued in a paper on environmental ethics in
education, I believe that the principles and ideas of sustainable
development and consumption should be embedded in all
aspects of education. Every course or subject in the school
curriculum should contain these ideas. Education should give
future leaders the critical thinking tools they will need in a
dynamic society faced with serious climate change challenges.
Almost every profession and livelihood has an impact on the
environment.
Call for ‘edutainability’
In Nigeria’s schools, there is little or no emphasis on
sustainable consumption as part of sustainable development.
My call is for the idea of “edutainability”. This I derived from
a combination of the words education and sustainability. It is
based on the gap I see in the idea of education for sustainable
development. This misses the consumption aspect, which
adversely affects our environment.
Edutainability stresses that every subject must incorporate
ideas about how to ensure sustainable development and
consumption.

surroundings. This is what the introduction of philosophy at
primary and secondary school level could exploit. It would
help shape children’s reasoning and equip them eventually
to take part in debates and policy making. As UNESCO puts
it, education that would lead to sustainable development
empowers citizens to take informed decisions and responsible
actions for environmental integrity, economic viability and a
just society for present and future generations.
It is not enough to tell people what to do in order to preserve
the environment. Children must understand the rationale and
the interconnectedness of humans and nature. They need to
know their environmental rights, such as the right to inherit
a healthy and sustainable environment, and the right to food,
water, shelter and education. They also need to know that
climate change is going to affect the exercising and enjoyment
of these rights.
For example, recent flooding in parts of Nigeria is one reason
to introduce environmental ethics into the country’s education
system (and elsewhere on the continent). Children were major
victims of the flooding and remain at risk. Drought in the
Sahel is another issue that children need to understand. They
should appreciate the differences between human-made and
natural disasters.
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For example, certain pest control chemicals, when applied
Edutainability can be viewed as part of environmental ethics.
safely, can be sustainable but applying them or disposing of
Environmental ethics is a branch of applied philosophy that
them incorrectly would challenge sustainability.
studies the conceptual foundations of environmental values.
My view is that every course or subject must incorporate
It’s also concerned with issues surrounding societal attitudes,
how to ensure and contribute to sustainable development and
actions, and policies to protect and sustain biodiversity and
consumption. Also, all academic research must incorporate a
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communities. This means that while it is a good
thing for those helping the government to deal with
Covid-19, someone should have thought of putting
up field hostels at some schools too.
As it is, what is happening is that Covid-19

March
Hausiku
O
A lament to a
struggle companio
“
n

He went to South Africa to study in 1975 and return as a teacher at the
then Katutura Secondary school now Shifidi.
It was in his two-room house in Gemengde 2 near AE Steenkamp Primary
School, that we held SWAPO
youth
league (SYL)
6 meetings.
The
Villager
It was at these two rooms that we were squashed whenever we give the

Kaukungwa, Steve Goliath and Jonathan Goliath,
Johannes, John Shaetonhodi, Israel Kalenga, Dr Ihuhw
Arthur Pickering, Trotsky, Henry Bonsaaier, Nangolo dh
and Nangolo dha Jakob, Leonard Chaka and 86 other i
Leaders from all over Namibia.
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I

Ireland to drop almost all
COVID restrictions

reland is to scrap almost all its COVID-19
restrictions on Saturday after coming
through the storm of the Omicron variant
that led to a major surge in infections, Prime
Minister Micheal Martin has said.
Ireland had the second-highest incidence rate
of COVID-19 in Europe just last week but
also one of the continent’s highest uptake of
booster vaccines, which has helped keep the
number of seriously ill people well below the
previous peak.

“We have weathered the Omicron storm,”
Martin said in Friday’s televised address, in
which he said booster vaccines had “utterly
transformed” the situation in the country.
“I have stood here and spoken to you on
some very dark days. But today is a good
day,” he said.
The country has been one of the most
cautious in the European Union on the risks
of COVID-19, putting in place some of the
longest-running restrictions on travel and
hospitality.
But following advice from public health
officials, the government decided that bars
and restaurants will no longer need to close
at 8pm, a restriction put in place late last year
when the Omicron wave struck, or to ask
customers for proof of vaccination.
Capacity in indoor and outdoor venues is
also set to return to full capacity, paving the
way for full crowds for next month’s Six
Nations rugby championship.
Some measures, such as the need to wear a
mask on public transport and in shops, will
remain in place until the end of February,

Martin said.
Ireland’s hospitality sector, which has been
particularly hard hit by one of Europe’s
toughest lockdown regimes, welcomed the
decision.
Nightclubs opened their doors for the first
time in 19 months in October only to be shut
again six weeks later.
While the economy recovered rapidly last
year, about a third of employers have chosen
to defer tax payments and the wages of one
in 12 workers are still being supported by a
state subsidy scheme set to end in April.

Following advice
from public
health officials,
the government
decided that
bars and
restaurants will
no longer need to
close at 8pm.

Pfizer, Moderna boosters up to 90%
effective against Omicron: CDC
Booster shots of the Pfizer-BioNTech and
Moderna vaccines have proven highly
effective at preventing Omicron-related
hospitalisations, according to three new
studies by the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The booster doses were 90 percent effective
at keeping people out of hospital after they
had become infected with the Omicron
variant.
The doses were also 82 percent effective
at preventing emergency department and
urgent care visits, data indicated.
“It really shows the importance of getting
a booster dose,” the CDC’s Emma Accorsi,
one of the study’s authors, said on Friday.
“Americans should get boosters if at least five
months have passed since they completed
their Pfizer or Moderna series, but millions
who are eligible have not gotten them.”
The research comprised the first large US
studies to look at vaccine protection against
Omicron, health officials said.
Previous research
The papers echo previous research –
including studies in Germany, South Africa
and the United Kingdom – indicating
available vaccines are less effective against
Omicron than earlier versions of the
coronavirus, but also that booster doses rev
up virus-fighting antibodies to increase the
chance of avoiding symptomatic infection.

The first study looked at hospitalisations
and emergency room and urgent care centre
visits in 10 states, from August to this month.
It found vaccine effectiveness was best
after three doses of the Pfizer or Moderna
vaccines in preventing COVID-19associated emergency department and urgent
care visits.
Protection dropped from 94 percent during
the Delta wave to 82 percent during the
Omicron wave.
Protection from just two doses was lower,
especially if six months had passed since the
second dose.
Officials have stressed the goal of preventing
not just infection but severe disease.

Americans should
get boosters if at
least five months
have passed since
they completed
their Pfizer or
Moderna series.

The second study focused on COVID-19
case and death rates in 25 states from the
beginning of April through the end of
December.
People who were boosted had the highest
protection against coronavirus infection,
both during the time Delta was dominant and
also when Omicron was taking over.
Those two articles were published online
by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
Third study
The Journal of the American Medical
Association published the third study, also
led by CDC researchers.
It looked at people who tested positive for
COVID-19 from December 10 to January
1 at more than 4,600 testing sites across the
US.
Three shots of the Pfizer and Moderna
vaccines were about 67 percent effective
against
Omicron-related
symptomatic
disease compared with unvaccinated people.
Two doses, however, offered no significant
protection against Omicron when measured
several months after completion of the
original series, researchers found.
“If you are eligible for a booster and you
haven’t gotten it, you are not up to date and
you need to get your booster,” CDC Director
Dr Rochelle Walensky said during a White
House briefing on Friday.
Al Jazeera
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BUSINESS

Omicron spread led shoppers
to desert High Street

U

K retail sales sank 3.7% in
December from the month before
as the spread of Omicron deterred
shoppers from visiting the High Street.
Data from the Office for National Statistics
also showed a 7.1% fall in clothing and
other non-food sales.
However, last month's figures followed
a strong November amid reports there
would be some shortages in the run-up to
Christmas.
And while food sales fell by 1%, volumes
were above pre-pandemic levels.
"After strong pre-Christmas trading in
November, retail sales fell across the board
in December, with feedback from retailers
suggesting Omicron impacted on footfall,"
said Office for National Statistics (ONS)
deputy director for surveys and economic
indicators Heather Bovill.
"As Plan B restrictions in England meant
more people working from home, there
was a notable fall for fuel sales.
"However, despite the fall in December,
retail sales are still stronger than before the
pandemic, with over a quarter of sales now
made online."
Fuel volumes fell by 4.7% in December on
the previous month as more people worked
from home, and were 6.6% below their
pre-pandemic levels in February 2020.
Gavin Peck, chief executive of retailer The
Works, told the BBC there were definite
signs that consumers did their Christmas
shopping earlier than usual last year.
Mr Peck, whose firm on Friday reported a
strong rise in sales, said it was noticeable
that some shoppers were starting festive
purchases as early as September.
As the UK economy emerged from
lockdown last year retail sales recovered
quickly from their 2020 pandemic slump.
But analysts say that a combination of
fast-rising inflation led by surging energy
prices, the prospect of higher interest rates,
and planned tax rises in April may dent the
appetite of consumers to keep on spending
in 2022.

signs that the Omicron outbreak may have
turned a corner and the government's Plan
B restrictions due to be lifted next week,
retail sales may recoup a bit of this fall in
January and probably all of it in February
and March.
"That said, with the UK's cost of living
crisis looming, we expect a weakening in
the consumer recovery to dampen retail
sales further ahead."
Ms Beckett said that, despite weaker
economic data, the Bank of England will

remain focused on accelerating inflation,
and she still expects interest rates to be
raised to 0.50% in early February.
On Friday, The Restaurant Group, whose
operations include Wagamama, Frankie &
Benny's, and food kiosks, said that despite
the lifting of Plan B restrictions "consumer
confidence may take longer to recover".

After
strong preChristmas
trading in
November,
retail sales
fell across
the board in
December,
with feedback
from retailers
suggesting
Omicron
impacted on
footfall.

Bethany Beckett, economist at Capital
Economics, said December's fall was
much bigger than expected and could drag
UK growth figures lower.
However, she said: "With encouraging
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The company's sales figures underlined the
impact of December's Covid restrictions
on trading.
At Wagamama, sales in October and
November were up 11% and 8%
respectively on the same months in 2019,
before the pandemic hit, as people returned
to eating out in larger numbers.

But in December, Wagamama sales
were just 1% up on 2019, and there
were even sharper falls at Restaurant
Group's other divisions.

BUSINESS

First-time buyers surge:
'I couldn't keep paying rent'
J

Tom Espiner
ake Olenick, 24, used to spend almost
two-thirds of his take-home pay renting
a London flat before he managed to get
on the property ladder last year.
A new job, rigorous saving and "lucky family
circumstances" enabled him to buy a share of
a flat in Kilburn.
Jake is not alone in managing to get a foot on
the housing ladder in 2021.
Figures from mortgage lender Halifax
suggest there were a record number of firsttime buyers last year, despite rising house
prices and falling affordability.
Jake, who is originally from New York,
graduated from Oxford University and got a
job in Oxford working as a games developer
in 2019.
Six months ago, he landed a software
development job in London and moved into
a West Hampstead flat with his girlfriend.
That relationship broke down in October
and Jake started to pay all of the rent, which
worked out at about 60% of his take-home
n

pay.
"I couldn't keep paying that much in rent and
I already knew that it's almost always much
better to buy," he said.
So he started the ball rolling on buying 40%
of a flat in Kilburn, sharing ownership with a
housing association. In total, he'll be paying
35% of his salary on rent, mortgage and

service charge when he moves in.
He said one of the main reasons he was
able to do this was "extremely lucky family
circumstances".
His parents had been saving for him to go
to a US university, which was much more
expensive than a UK one, and they were able
to cover his fees at Oxford.
So when he left, he had no student loans,
which helped him when viewing properties.
He also managed to put aside money from
his job and has been saving birthday and
Christmas money his whole life.
Jake is really looking forward to moving into
his new flat.
"I'm very excited!" he says. "I'll be able to
put up posters, make repairs, the oven door
will close, I'll be able to sleep because the
windows are insulated, triple-glazed even!
"I'll be able to afford a weekend away, maybe
I'll be able to afford a keyboard so I can play
piano again. All sorts of things!"
First-time buyer boom
There were more than 400,000 people
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buying their first home in 2021, up 35% from
the previous year, the Halifax said. That rate
dropped by 13% in 2020, when the number
of Halifax buyers was about 300,000.
A stamp duty holiday that started in 2020
saw house buyers rush to pick up properties
- although first-time buyers were not part of
this stampede.
However, this meant a number of so-called
"first-rung" homes came on to the market,
which first-time buyers took advantage of in
2021, despite hikes in property prices.
Esther Dijkstra, mortgage director at Halifax,
said: "There were a number of factors
influencing home-buying decisions in 2021.
"While working from home and the 'race
for space' was key for many, particularly
movers, it's clear that the stamp duty holiday
increased the availability of first-rung homes
as others moved up the ladder."
The average age of first-time buyers rose to
32, up from 29 in 2011. Ms Dijkstra said that
this rise in average age was mostly due to

"the need to save a significant deposit to get
on the housing ladder".
The average buyer used a £53,935 deposit on
a first property costing £264,140.
Because of difficulties raising a deposit,
the gap between the purchase price and the
deposit widened in every region in the UK,
Ms Dijkstra added.
'Out of reach'
It's only in three local authority areas
in Scotland that homes are either more
affordable - in Clackmannanshire and Moray
- or as affordable - in East Ayrshire, since
2011.
Houses in the rest of the UK have become
less affordable since then, Halifax said.
On average, properties now cost nearly seven
times the annual salary of first-time buyers.
The limit for affordability is considered to be
four times the average income.
In some areas, affordability has dropped very
sharply since 2011.
In one London borough, Merton, affordability
has halved, with similar drops, albeit not as
pronounced, in Reigate and Banstead, South
Kesteven, Westminster and Ashford.
Anya Martin, director of campaign group
PricedOut, which pushes for more affordable
housing, said: "House prices and rents have
been pushed out of reach by decades of
failure to build enough homes.
"First-time buyer schemes may help a few,
but ultimately they are designed to help
people stretch to high prices, rather than
dealing with the cause of those high prices."
'We're thrilled'
Many first-time buyers get help from their
parents to be able to afford a home, but some
use a mortgage firm that was itself set up by
frustrated first-time buyers.
Retail worker Chae Sarjant is buying a home
with her partner, who works for the NHS,
on the same road where she grew up in East
Finchley.
They got a mortgage through a company
called Generation Home. Chae says: "To
be honest, we couldn't have done it without
them."
Her mum "is only able to give us as much
as she is because it's a loan protected by
Generation Home, so she can get it back
when we move and use it in retirement" and
her stepfather has also taken a stake in the
property, Chae says.
"We're buying about two minutes walk from
them in East Finchley," she says. "It's the
same road I grew up on and it means my son
gets to go to the same schools I went to.
"We're all thrilled, although we're currently
in conveyancing hell," she says. "It's a long
and very annoying process."
The family are hoping to move in February
and "we're really looking forward to settling
down".
They have rented for the past four years,
"which has meant moving a lot, and I know
my son is looking forward to that being
over!" she adds.
She said they "never really took the idea of
buying our own place that seriously, to be
honest".
"Our salary has been eaten up by rent every
month, so we have very little savings of our
own and our income means most mortgage
companies were giving us way less than we
needed to afford anything even remotely
close to our families," she said.
Flats in East Finchley typically cost between
£350,000 and £550,000, she said.
"Having my mum loan us the money
makes us all a lot more comfortable," Chae
adds. "She's able to get the money back in
the future and I'm a lot less stressed about
affecting her retirement."
BBC
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AFRICA

UN probing alleged killings by
CAR forces, Russia mercenaries

T

he United Nations is investigating the
alleged killing of dozens of people
in the Central African Republic
last week by CAR forces and mercenaries
with the Russian private military company
Wagner.
More than 30 civilians were reportedly killed,
some by stray bullets, in the January 16-17
operation near the town of Bria that targeted
the Union for Peace rebel group, according
to UN officials speaking anonymously on
Friday.

for the CAR military.
Moscow has said it has 1,135 “unarmed
trainers” in the country. But local independent
groups, France, and the United Nations say
at least some are from the Wagner group,
which now has an armed presence in several
African countries including Libya and Mali.

UN spokesman Stephane Dujarric said the
UN mission known as MINUSCA in the
country received reports of the incident
involving CAR troops and “other security
personnel”.
“We are currently confirming the number of
casualties and displacement,” Dujarric said.
MINUSCA dispatched a human rights team
accompanied by security personnel to the
area, and it “continues to assess the situation,
ensuring necessary measures to be taken to
protect civilians”, said Dujarric.
A military source in the country suggested
the fighting could still be ongoing.

“Central African forces and the Russians
are committing a massacre,” the source told
AFP news agency, declining to be identified.
“There have been summary executions and
we are talking about 50 deaths.”
‘Grave abuses’
Albert Yaloke Mokpeme, spokesman for the

CAR presidency, said he had “no knowledge
of this attack”.
But in mid-2021, UN experts deployed to
CAR expressed concerns over reports of
“grave human rights abuses” by Russian
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mercenaries who are contracted to support
government forces.
The Wagner group is reputed to be close to
the Kremlin, and critics say it takes orders
from the Russian defence ministry.
Russia, however, rejected criticism and said
at the time Wagner used only “instructors”

At the last meeting of the UN Security
Council on the conflict in the Central African
Republic, the United States demanded that
Moscow investigate the abuses blamed on
the Russians.
The UN experts group – with about a dozen
people sent to monitor an arms embargo
on the war-torn country – has not been
functioning since August 31.
Russia has blocked a renewal of its mandate,
claiming its makeup is tilted towards the
West and does not reflect true geographic
diversity.
On Friday diplomats said the block remains
in place, and Western officials say Russia
sees it beneficial to prevent a renewal of the
UN group’s mission.
Al Jazeera

AFRICA

Kenya's River Yala: Mystery and
heartbreak of the dead bodies

n

Ferdinand Omondi

"I have just seen my brother's
face. Our faces are alike, even
the mouth. I have also seen the
legs, those are my brother's. I
have no doubt it's him."

A

distressed Irene Waheto has
just stepped out of the hospital
mortuary in Yala, western Kenya.
At least 19 unclaimed bodies have been
waiting for identification. They were
retrieved over the past two years from the
nearby River Yala in different stages of
decomposition.
Ms Waheto is making frantic calls to her
family in Nyeri, a town nearly 300km (185
miles) to the east.
"It is Ndirangu, I am sure it is him," she
cries down the phone.
But how his body ended up in a river so far
from home is not clear.
Ms Waheto tells me her brother went
missing in November last year while
travelling from the capital, Nairobi, to
Nakuru - but that is nearly 200km from
where his body was found.
Since then her family has been searching
police stations and mortuaries near the two
cities - but not in this more remote part of
western Kenya.
The thought of looking here came when,
on Monday, two human rights activists
said that bodies that had been found in the
River Yala in recent months were still in
the mortuary.
Ms Waheto, who had been living nearby
since getting married more than a decade
ago, was told to go to Yala mortuary just to
check. But it seemed implausible that her
brother would be here, miles away from
where he was last seen.
But there he was.
Ms Waheto sits on the grass and starts
wailing, emitting a sound that sends
shivers through everyone around her.
She is not the only person searching for
a missing relative and not the only one
baffled by how their body ended up in Yala.
Ben Chepkwony travelled over 100km
looking for his brother, Philemon, who he

says went missing last month somewhere
on the road between Nairobi and Nakuru.
His remains were also discovered among
the bodies retrieved from the River Yala,
and Mr Chepkwony is inconsolable.
"I don't know who is killing these people
and dropping them [here]," he says with
long pauses and deep breaths between the
sentences.
"This is not a democratic Kenya we wish to
live in. I am so frustrated with this country.
And I will not accept it at all."
Mr Chepkwony does not clarify what he
refuses to accept - the death of his brother
or living in a country where disappearances
and unexplained deaths have become
normal.
There are deep suspicions that the police
are responsible for many of them and they
are in the sights of rights activists over the
bodies found in the Yala.
Boniface Mwangi, one of the two activists
who first uncovered the existence of the
bodies, said in a Twitter discussion that
no ordinary Kenyan has the capacity to
kill somebody and transport the body over
200km away to dump it in a river.
'Deaths and disappearances'
The other activist, Khalid Hussein, from
an organisation called Haki Africa, said
the responsibility to do something lay
with the police: either they should explain
themselves or find out who is behind these
killings.
In Kenya, the security forces are usually
among the first suspects when suspicious
deaths and disappearances occur - with
good reason.
Human
rights
organisations
have
documented many cases of killings directly
attributed to officers.
In 2019, Human Rights Watch reported
that the police killed more than 21 men
and boys in Nairobi's low-income areas
"apparently without justification, claiming
they were criminals".
Missing Voices, a group of organisations
documenting extra-judicial killings in
Kenya, says 167 Kenyans were killed or
disappeared in police custody in 2020.
The state in which of some of the bodies

recovered from the river were found also
raises questions.
According to the diver who got them
out, some had been pushed into sacks,
which had then been sewn up. Others had
polythene bags over their heads - all signs
of torture and murder, according to Haki
Africa.
"The government has a responsibility to
explain to the public what is going on,"
local rights activist Fred Ojiro says.
"The bodies recovered from Yala are not
from here. They are from very far. So these
are not normal deaths. The government
must come clean and explain why so many
bodies are surfacing here."
Despite the suspicion there is no evidence
that the security forces had anything to do
with any of the Yala bodies. The police say
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some could have drowned or be victims
of criminals and they have launched an
investigation.
An increasingly frustrated public is
demanding answers.
Forensic experts are expected to help
identify the bodies, a process Michael
Muchiri, the area police commander,
says may be complicated by their state of
decomposition, and how far some bodies
may have travelled downstream.
"We normally rely on fingerprints, which
we send to our national databases in
Nairobi, but when the fingerprints are not
there, the task becomes quite enormous,"
he says.
Another local commanding officer,
Charles Chacha, told the BBC that he was
dismayed that every disappearance was

linked to the security forces.
The police say that the unclaimed bodies
have built up over the last two years rather
than just appearing in recent months, but I
saw two more corpses in the river.
The putrid smell near the banks of the river
gave their presence away.
One was nearly reduced to a skeleton
from decomposition. The second was
barely 300m away - a naked male trapped
between rocks which prevented the corpse
from floating further downstream.
Somewhere in Kenya, there are families
who might now get some answers as to the
whereabouts of their absent loved ones, but
those answers will only form small parts of
a puzzle with many missing pieces.
BBC

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Netflix faces rocky road
after pandemic wins

T

he number of Netflix subscribers
grew to 222 million last year, but
the streaming firm is facing a rocky
road ahead as the surge of interest it saw
during the pandemic fades.
Overall, Netflix added 18.2 million
members last year - roughly half the
number who subscribed in 2020.
Investors had hoped that pace would start
to pick up again.
But the firm's 2022 forecast brought bad
news, sending shares down almost 20% in
after-hours trade.
The firm said it expected to add just 2.5
million members in the three months
to March - far lower than analysts had
expected.
"While retention and engagement remain
healthy, acquisition growth has not yet reaccelerated to pre-Covid levels," Netflix
said, pointing to "Covid overhang and
macro-economic hardship" in parts of the
world like Latin America.
Netflix, which added 8.3 million
subscribers in the last three months of
2021, maintained that there is room to
grow, as more and more people switch
away from traditional television.
The Disney effect
But it admitted that new competition from
the likes of Disney, Apple, Amazon and
HBO was starting to have an impact.
"Consumers have always had many choices
when it comes to their entertainment time
- competition that has only intensified
over the last 24 months as entertainment
companies all around the world develop
their own streaming offering," the firm
said.

n

"While this added competition may be
affecting our marginal growth some, we
continue to grow in every country and
region in which these new streaming
alternatives have launched."
Netflix is spending billions of dollars on
content to keep viewers interested. Hits
during the last three months of the year
included a new season of The Witcher
fantasy television series and the satire
Don't Look Up - which has already become
the second most popular film ever for the
company.
But the firm, which recently raised prices
in the US and Canada, is facing rising costs
and other challenges - the strengthening of
the dollar will cost the firm $1bn alone, it
said.
"Squid Games creator Netflix has gone
from a fairytale to some difficult viewing
when it comes to subscriber forecasts the most important metric for streaming
services," said Laura Hoy, an equity
analyst at Hargreaves Lansdown.
"The group's forecast for new subscriptions
in the current period came in at just
over half of last year's figure," she said.
"Management blamed a back-loaded
content schedule that will see several big
releases come out at the end of the quarter,
but investors were undeniably spooked by
the slower growth forecast."
Revenue increased by 16% for October,
November and December, compared to the
same period a year earlier, hitting $7.7bn.
Quarterly profits increased 12% to $607m.
For the year, profits jumped from $2.7bn
to $5.1bn, while revenue grew by 19% to
$26.7bn.

Consumers
have always
had many
choices when it
comes to their
entertainment
time.

Samsung pulls ad with drag
queen after backlash

S

Abdujalil Abdurasulov

amsung has pulled an ad showing
a Muslim mother expressing
support for her drag queen son,
after backlash from some parts of
the Muslim community.
Several social media users alleged it was
"an attempt to push LGBT ideology".
In a Facebook post on Wednesday,
Samsung said it was aware the video "may
be perceived as insensitive and offensive".
Singapore remains largely conservative on
LGBTQ issues, even as local groups call
for greater acceptance.
The ad was meant to promote Samsung's
new wearable products, like noisecancelling earbuds and a smart watch with
a heart rate monitor.
It filmed several participants' reactions
as they listened to heartfelt recorded
messages from their loved ones. One of
the pairs of participants featured a Muslim
woman wearing a headscarf as she heard
a message from her son, who was a drag
performer.
"You are just unbothered having people
looking or judging you differently, having
a son that does drag," he tells her in his
message.
The scene sparked outrage online, with

some saying it was insensitive to the
Muslim community, although others
defended it and criticised its removal.
"We are against the ideology of
mainstreaming
homosexuality
and
transgenderism into a conservative
society," one user Syed Dan wrote on
Facebook.
"It disrupts the harmony within the MalayMuslim community."
Another user, Muhammed Zuhaili,
posted that the video had "surfaced much
confusion and questions amongst the
(Muslim) community".
The South Korean tech giant later scrubbed
the video from all its public platforms.
"We acknowledge that we have fallen
short in this instance," the company wrote
in a Facebook post on Wednesday.
Deeply 'saddened'
Singapore has a minority ethnic Malay
community, most of whom - though not
all - identify as being religiously Muslim.
However, other social media users came
out in support of the ad, questioning the
controversy that surrounded it.
"Imagine being offended and threatened
by a mother's love for her child," wrote
one Instagram user.
Others criticised Samsung's decision to
pull the ad, pointing out that it contradicted

its statement that "innovation and growth
are driven by diversity and inclusivity".
"If the advertisement does not run afoul
of any laws .. and has a positive message
on the acceptance of marginalised people,
Samsung should stick to its guns," said one
Facebook user.
Members of the local LGBTQ community
similarly expressed their disappointment
at the ad being taken down.
"It was the first of its kind video coming
from a minority group on a relationship
between mother and son [and] was so
affirming," Hilmi, a centre manager at
local LGBTQ+ organization Oogachaga
told BBC News.
"As a queer Malay man, I am saddened to
see a video that expresses unconditional
love [being] taken down abruptly due to
societal pressure from a group of people
with conservative values."
Meanwhile, in a video posted on Instagram
on Thursday, the son featured in the video
also reassured followers that he and his
mother were "doing well."
"I'm not going to talk about the comments
that [were] said in [that video]," the drag
performer known as Vyla Virus said.
"It was all about a mother's love in that
video, nothing else was mentioned."
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INTERNATIONAL

US in talks with Qatar over
supplying LNG to EU: Reports
A
merican officials have been in
talks with Qatar over supplying
European
countries
with
liquefied natural gas (LNG) in
case a Russian invasion of Ukraine leads
to shortages on the continent, news reports
say.
Two people close to the issue told
Bloomberg that President Joe Biden
planned to ask the Gulf state’s emir, Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, to visit the
White House, possibly as soon as later
this month. It added the meeting between
Biden and Sheikh Tamim had been in the
works for some time.
The United States is concerned Russia
is preparing for the possibility of a new
military assault on the country it partially
invaded in 2014, while Moscow denies it
plans to attack Ukraine.
The European Union depends on Russia
for about one-third of its gas supplies,
and US sanctions over any conflict could
disrupt that supply.
Any interruptions to Russia’s gas supply to
Europe would exacerbate an energy crisis
caused by a shortage of the fuel.
The State Department’s discussions
with energy companies were led by
senior adviser for energy security Amos
Hochstein, a senior US State Department
official told the Reuters news agency,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
“The United States promised to have
Europe’s back if there is an energy
shortage due to conflict or sanctions,”
another source told the agency.
“Amos is going to big LNG producing

companies and countries like Qatar to
see if they can help the United States,” he
added, referring to Hochstein.

Qatari authorities did not immediately
respond to a request for comment.

Russian deployment to the border
Moscow has alarmed the West by massing
troops near Ukraine in the past two
months, following its seizure of Ukraine’s
Crimean Peninsula in 2014 and its backing
of separatists fighting Kyiv troops in
eastern Ukraine.
Biden has previously told Russian
President Vladimir Putin that a new
Russian move on Ukraine would draw
sanctions and an increased US presence in
Europe.
Russia denies planning to attack Ukraine
and says it has the right to move its troops
on its own soil as it likes.
Meanwhile, US Secretary of State Antony
Blinken and Russian Foreign Minister
Sergey Lavrov met in Geneva on Friday
at what the former dubbed a “critical
moment” in the crisis.
The top diplomats said they were open to
further dialogue after the talks yielded no
sign of breakthrough.
The EU member states acquire about 40
percent of their natural gas supply from
Russia, and most of it passes through
Ukraine.
Qatar is one of the largest producers of
LNG, with most of the fuel sold to East
Asian countries.

Kazakhstan unrest: 'If you protest again, we'll kill you'

T

he armed men in uniforms
checked every ward, shouting
that they were looking for people
wounded in mass unrest that had
left scores dead.
Asel, who had been shot in the violence
and was being treated in the hospital in
Kazakhstan's biggest city Almaty, recalled
the chilling encounter.
"One of them shouted, 'if you go out to
protest again, we will kill you'."
She believes the men with guns were
from the special police forces or security
services and were rounding up anyone who
had taken part in anti-government protests.
They tried to take Asel with them but she
was too badly wounded to walk. Her name
has been changed to protect her identity.
Like many others, she joined what started
as peaceful protests against fuel price rises
in early January. Kazakhstan has some of
the world's largest oil reserves but most of
the population doesn't share in the wealth.
The demonstrations quickly spiralled into
mass disturbances and looting that led to
the worst bloodshed in the former Soviet
state's 30 years of independence.
The authorities are accused of using
excessive force to restore order. Officially,
225 people were killed and many more
were injured. Some 10,000 people
have been detained in the wake of the
disturbances, the authorities say.
Like many others, Asel, who is 57, is now
worried that she could be arrested and
accused of participating in the unrest.

Kazakhstan's prosecutor-general's office
has opened nearly 700 criminal cases.
Some of those accused are charged
with terrorism, murder and seeking to
overthrow the government.
However, human rights groups say the
authorities are cracking down on everyone
who took part in the protests, including
peaceful demonstrators.
Even those who simply posted on
Facebook in support of the protests are
being detained. They face beatings and
torture, activists say.
"There is no presumption of innocence,"
said Bakhytzhan Toregozhina, a human
rights activist in Almaty. "They are all
potential terrorists for the authorities and
they try to force confessions out of them."
One activist Muratbek Yesengazy who
took part in the protest on Almaty's main
square is accused of participating in the
violence. His lawyer told the BBC that he
had been beaten in detention - photos show
his leg covered in bruises.
The authorities flatly deny any detainees
have been beaten or tortured.
Those who didn't participate in the violence
"should not worry", Saltanat Azirbek of
the Almaty Police Department told the
BBC, adding they would be released once
the facts had been established.
It is still not clear how peaceful protests
turned so violent. Initially, the mood of
the crowd was festive when people rallied

on 4 January. They sang the anthem of
Kazakhstan and chanted political demands.
"The crowd was very diverse," recalls
Timur Nusimbekov, a local journalist who
watched events unfold in Almaty. "There
were people from the suburbs, people from
the city centre. There were hipsters and
young working people."
The atmosphere started to change when the
authorities threw stun grenades and fired
tear gas to disperse the crowd, leading to
clashes between police and protesters.
The next day, on 5 January, tensions grew.
Some people on the square in Almaty were
armed with knives and hunting rifles, says
Mr Nusimbekov.

in the crowd seized the city hall and set
it on fire. The sounds of gunfire and stun
grenades rocked the square.
One of those hit by the bullets was Asel.
"I could feel blood gushing from my
leg. I had a blackout and then regained
consciousness when two men were
dragging me, covering me with their
shields. They shouted to lay low as bullets
whizzed by."
She was put into a truck and driven to
hospital. "I remember there were a lot of
people inside the truck. I moaned from
pain. Several people were on top of my
wounded leg. Some of them were not
breathing."

It's still not clear who these people were.
Ms Azirbek of the Almaty police said "well
trained men versed in combat tactics"
attacked police with the aim of seizing
their weapons.
Protesters who were there blame
unidentified provocateurs. "We protested
peacefully," one activist, Konay Abdiyev,
told the BBC.
"But then a group of young men arrived
and ran straight towards the city hall. We
couldn't stop them. They destroyed cars
and smashed windows.
"They were wearing masks that hid their
faces. We were afraid even to look into
their eyes out of fear that they would
assault us."
'They shot at peaceful protesters'
Events soon spiralled out of control. Some

Those who remained on the square on
6 January tried to hold a peaceful rally,
among them many elderly men and women
who were seeking an end to the shooting.
Protesters held a banner saying: "We are
not terrorists, we are peaceful people."
But that evening soldiers arrived in
armoured vehicles and blocked the square
from both sides.
"We were near the independence
monument," recalls Saltanat Khamzina,
another protester. "People carried the flag
of Kazakhstan. They lined up and waved
with their hands [to show they were
unarmed]."
At around 7pm, the military opened fire.
"It sounded as if they were firing into the
air but people behind us were dropping
dead. Not those in the front row - they were
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not hit. So probably there were snipers
who shot under the noise of gunfire," said
Saltanat.
Another
protester,
Meirkhan
Abdumanapov, took cover near the
independence monument where he saw a
man of about 50 who had been hurt.
"He was moaning and couldn't move. Two
young girls of about 17 or 18, and another
young man, were lying on top of each
other. They showed no signs of life.
"I was so furious that I promised myself
I would tell everyone that they shot at
peaceful protesters."
Ms Azirbek of Almaty police insisted the
security forces used lethal force only in
self-defence.
The Kazakh government, meanwhile,
has blamed the violence on "terrorists"
with international links, for which it has
provided no evidence. There have also
been reports of an internal power struggle
linked to the former President Nursultan
Nazarbayev.
Whatever caused the bloodshed, local
journalist Timur Nusimbekov warns
that "peaceful protesters, activists and
journalists must not be confused with
looters and bandits".
The authorities, he says, are trying to
cover up "massive mistakes they made
and which led to the worst humanitarian
catastrophe in the history of Kazakhstan".
BBC

INTERNATIONAL

Taliban delegation to hold
humanitarian talks in Norway
A

Taliban delegation will hold talks
with Western officials in Oslo
next week on human rights and
humanitarian aid in their first official visit
to the West since returning to power, the
Norwegian and Taliban governments have
said.
The Norwegian Foreign Ministry said
Friday that it has invited representatives
of the Taliban to Oslo from January 23 to
January 25.

According to them, some 24 million people
experience acute food insecurity and are
unsure of how to obtain enough food. It is
reported that one million children may die
of starvation.
It added that the UN estimates that famine
will affect more than half of the population
this winter and that 97 percent of the
population may fall below the poverty line
this year.

Norwegian newspaper VG said special
representatives from the United States,
Germany, the United Kingdom, France,
Italy and the European Union were
expected to take part. The ministry did not
comment on the newspaper’s report.
Norwegian Foreign Minister Anniken
Huitfeldt stressed that the visit was “not a
legitimation or recognition of the Taliban.
But we must talk to those who in practice
govern the country today.”

The announcement of the talks come days
after the Taliban stormed an apartment in
Kabul and arrested a female rights activist
and her three sisters, AP reported, citing a
witness.
A Taliban statement appeared to blame
the incident on a recent women’s protest,
saying insulting Afghan values will no
longer be tolerated.
Meanwhile, Amnesty International on
Friday urged the Taliban authorities to
investigate the abduction of Alia Azizi,
a female prison official who has been
missing for more than three months.
“It’s been more than three months since
Alia Azizi disappeared and her family still
remains completely in the dark about her
whereabouts. Her apparent abduction takes
place within the context of the Taliban
illegally detaining members of the former
government, journalists, and assorted
critics across the country,” said Zaman
Sultani, Amnesty International’s South
Asia researcher.

”We are extremely concerned about the
serious situation in Afghanistan,” Huitfeldt
said, noting that economic and political
conditions have created “a full-scale
humanitarian catastrophe for millions of
people” facing starvation in the country.
The acting foreign minister in the Taliban
government, Amir Khan Muttaqi, will lead
the Taliban delegation to Norway. The trip
would be the first time since the Taliban
took over the country in August that their
representatives have held official meetings
in Europe. They have previously travelled
to Russia, Iran, Qatar, Pakistan, China and

Turkmenistan.
Zabihullah Mujahid, the Afghan deputy
culture and information minister, said
Muttaqi expects to hold separate meetings
with the US delegation and bilateral talks
with European representatives.
The rights of women and girls in
Afghanistan are likely to feature
prominently in the talks, along with
the West’s recurring demand for the
Taliban administration to share power
with Afghanistan’s minority ethnic and
religious groups.
Deputy culture minister Mujahid told The

Associated Press news agency on Saturday
that the new Afghan rulers aimed to have
schools open for girls and women in late
March, after the Afghan new year.
Education for girls currently is restricted
beyond the seventh grade in all but 10
provinces. In the capital, Kabul, private
universities and high schools have
continued to operate uninterrupted. Most
are small, and the classes have always
been segregated.
The Norwegian foreign ministry said
the Taliban delegation’s meetings with
Afghans in Norway would include
“women leaders, journalists and people
who work with, among other things,

human rights and humanitarian, economic,
social and political issues.”
Muttaqi is certain to press the Taliban’s
demand that nearly $10bn frozen by the
United States and other western countries
be released.
Earlier this week, a Norwegian delegation
visited Kabul for talks on the precarious
humanitarian situation in the country, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs said Friday.
The foreign ministry in Oslo said that
Afghanistan is experiencing drought,
pandemics, economic collapse and the
effects of years of conflict.

Al Jazeera

UN condemns deadly air
strike on Yemen prison

T

he UN has condemned an air strike
on a Yemen detention centre that
has killed more than 70 people.
The facility in Saada, a stronghold of the
rebel Houthi movement in north-western
Yemen, was hit on Friday.
UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres
said in a statement that the "escalation
needs to stop".
In a statement on Saturday, the Saudi-led
coalition fighting Houthi rebels in the
country denied it had carried out the air
strike.
The coalition also said the site was not on a
list of targets to avoid that had been agreed
with the UN and had not been reported by
the Red Cross.
Saudi-led coalition forces have been
fighting Houthi rebels since 2015. Tens
of thousands of civilians, including more
than 10,000 children, have been killed or
wounded as a direct result of the fighting.
Millions have been displaced and much
of the population stands on the brink of
famine.
Hours after the air strike, rescue workers
were still pulling bodies out of the rubble,
and hopes of finding survivors are fading,
says BBC Middle East correspondent
Anna Foster.
The exact death toll is unclear. Médecins
Sans Frontières (MSF) said at least 70
people were killed, though the number is
expected to rise.

Houthi-run television showed pictures
from the scene of men clearing debris
with their hands and of wounded at a
local hospital. MSF said one hospital had
received more than 200 casualties.
"There are many bodies still at the scene
of the air strike, many missing people,"
Ahmed Mahat, MSF chief in Yemen, told
AFP news agency. "It is impossible to
know how many people have been killed.
It seems to have been a horrific act of
violence.
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken also
called for de-escalation.

Further south, three children were killed
as they were playing football when an air
strike hit a telecommunications facility in
the rebel-held port city of Hudaydah, Save
the Children aid agency said.
There was a near countrywide internet
outage around the same time, which
Houthi media blamed on the attack on the
telecommunications site.
Saudi Arabia said the coalition had carried
out air strikes in Hudaydah.
The coalition has stepped up air strikes
since the Houthis carried out a rare drone
and missile attack on the UAE on Monday.
Three civilians were killed in what was
the first deadly attack of its kind in the
emirates.
BBC
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MOTORING

Can you undertake your driving license
test in an electric vehicle in South Africa?
T

here's little doubt the next major change
coming to the South African automotive
landscape will be driven by the rise of
new-energy vehicles, more importantly, batteryelectric cars (BEV). In fact, the electric vehicle
(EV) revolution is already well underway, with
a raft of new battery-powered vehicles having
recently touched down on local soil, and yet
more appearing on the horizon.
However, there is still an element of mystery
- and indeed some confusion - surrounding
these vehicles. As George Mienie, AutoTrader
CEO, electric car (EV) owner and one of the
leading local thought leaders on the subject of
EVs, explains: "Myths, legends and untruths
abound when it comes to EVs - because they're
new to so many local motorists. For instance,
motorists worry about issues such as range and
load shedding. I drive an EV each day - and I
can assure you that once you make the transition
on a few of the EV nuances like thinking about
litres/100km to kilowatts/100km, they're very
easy to live with!"
One of the key questions on the mind of every
potential EV driver is this: are you allowed to
use an electric vehicle when attempting to pass
South Africa's official K53 Driving Licence
Test? We asked the Southern African Institute
of Driving Instruction (SAIDI) for clarity on the
matter and received an interesting response.
SAIDI managing director Robert Chandler
confirmed before pointing out a crucial caveat:
"Yes, you may legally challenge your South
African driving licence test in a fully electric
vehicle. However, it is important to note that
the current legislation specifies that in the event
you present yourself for a driving licence test
in a fully electric motor vehicle, your driving
licence will be endorsed that you may only drive
a motor vehicle on a public road if it is a fully
electric motor vehicle."
So, just as taking your driving test in a vehicle
equipped with an automatic transmission
precludes you from legally driving one with a
manual gearbox, obtaining your licence in an
electric car means you cannot lawfully drive a
petrol- or diesel-powered car on public roads.
Chandler directed us to the relevant section of
the National Road Traffic Act, which confirmed
this was indeed the case.
Section 18(4)(a) of the Act reads: "In the case
where the applicant has in terms of subsection
(2) provided a motor vehicle equipped with an
automatic transmission or the motor vehicle
is electrically powered, [the examiner shall]
endorse the driving licence to the effect that
authorisation is granted only for the driving of
a motor vehicle equipped with an automatic
transmission or which is electrically powered,
as the case may be."
Chandler believes the government should adjust
this section of the Act, saying: "SAIDI has raised
the matter with the Department of Transport, and
we have requested that the relevant legislation

be reviewed, and an appropriate amendment is
made".
Of course, the origins of the current K53 driving
rules - and indeed the K53 Learner's Test that
must be passed first - can be traced back to at
least the late 1970s, decades before electric cars
started moving towards the mainstream.
It's worth pointing out the overwhelming
majority of EVs - and indeed every option
currently available in South Africa - feature a
single-speed (and thus technically automatic)
transmission that regulates the electric motor.
So even if the legislation were to be amended,
it's important to note that completing your K53
test behind the wheel of an EV would still limit
you to auto-equipped vehicles.
A real-world electric example
Tony Marsay, who runs the ADI Driving
School in Randburg, recently purchased an allelectric BMW i3 and fitted it with dual controls.
However, moments before what the 20-year
veteran instructor believed would have been
the first instance of an electric car being used
in a driver's test in SA, the examiner confirmed
a restriction would have to be put on the
applicant's licence.
"I'm sure my being the first driving school in SA
with an electric car will help to change the law
with regards to the National Road Traffic Act. It
just never occurred to me that there could be a
difference between an automatic car fuelled by
petrol, diesel or electricity in the 21st century,"
said Marsay, adding such restrictions didn't
seem to be applied in many other countries.
Interest in new energy vehicles in the South
African market is growing fast.
Mienie explains: "This (new energy vehicles)
is propelled by a fascination with Tesla
vehicles, which aren't available here yet. This
doesn't deter local motorists; however - they're
captivated by its CEO Elon Musk because he's
a high profile businessman who was also born
in this country."
Will that fascination extend to other EVs? Will
we see more and more of them at the local
licensing centres? Will more driving schools
acquire these cars? You can bet your bottom
dollar on it. As Musk famously said: "We're
running the most dangerous experiment in
history right now, which is to see how much
carbon dioxide the atmosphere can handle
before there is an environmental catastrophe."
Like them or not, EVs are our future.

The first instance of an
electric car being used in
a driver's test in SA, the
examiner confirmed a
restriction would have
to be put on the
applicant's licence.
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Australian Open: Naomi Osaka proud
despite Amanda Anisimova defeat

N

aomi Osaka says she feels
"proud" of her approach and
performance as she put the
defeat which ended her Australian
Open title defence into perspective.
The 24-year-old Japanese player held
two match points before losing 4-6 6-3
7-6 (10-5) to Amanda Anisimova.
Osaka, who was seeded 13th, twice
took long breaks from the tour last
season to protect her mental health.
"I fought for every point. I can't be sad
about that. You know, I'm not God. I
can't win every match," she said.
"So I just have to take that into account
and know that it would be nice to win
the tournament.
"But that's really special, you know,
and I can't think of myself to try to win
the Grand Slam at the start of the year
every time."
Osaka happy with different attitude
from New York loss
Four-time Grand Slam champion
Osaka took a break from tennis after
losing to eventual finalist Leylah
Fernandez in the third round of
September's US Open.
That came after a turbulent year in
which she said she would not do news
conferences at the French Open to

protect her mental health.
She later pulled out of the Grand
Slam event and revealed she had
experienced anxiety and depression
since winning her first Grand Slam
title in 2018 aged just 20.
Osaka also did not play at Wimbledon
but returned to compete in the Tokyo
Olympics, Cincinnati and US Open
before taking the second break.
At an Australian Open warm-up
tournament earlier this month, she said
her main target for 2022 was "having
fun" on the court.
Osaka, who also won the 2019 title,
eased through her opening two
matches at Melbourne Park and looked
in command against Anisimova before
her 20-year-old opponent turned the
match around.
"For me, I feel like I grew a lot in this
match," said Osaka.
"The last match that I played in
New York I think I had a completely
different attitude.
"I also know there are days that I'm
going to have bad days, and there are
days that I'm going to have great days.
"It's always random, and I never know,
but no matter what happens for me, I
just want to leave the court knowing
that I fought for every point.
"Today, of course there were things

I felt I could improve on, but even
with that, I had two match points, and
I think that's something that I can be
proud of myself for.
"I think this for me is the biggest step,
even though I lost. I think I was really
focused throughout the entire match,
and I didn't have a dip. So that's really
good."

For me, I feel like
I grew a lot in
this match," said
Osaka.
"The last match
that I played in
New York I think
I had a completely
different attitude.

Australian Open: Dan Evans loses to
Felix Auger-Aliassime in Melbourne

D

an Evans was unable to match
his best run at the Australian
Open as defeat by ninth seed
Felix Auger-Aliassime ended British
interest in the singles.
British men's number two Evans,
seeded 24th, was beaten 6-4 6-1 6-1
by the Canadian in the Melbourne
third round.
Evans, 31, lost a tight opener after two
sloppy errors at 5-4, handing over the
set and the momentum.
Auger-Aliassime also dominated the
big points in the second set and cruised
through the third to reach the last 16.

Evans is the last of seven Britons to
fall in the singles at Melbourne Park,
after the earlier exits of Andy Murray,
Emma Raducanu, Cameron Norrie,
Heather Watson, Harriet Dart and
Liam Broady.
Evans received a walkover into the
third round after France's Arthur
Rinderknech withdrew through injury.
He was aiming to move into the last 16
for the second time in his career after
reaching the same stage in 2017.
"It's tough to say the walkover had
a negative effect on me, but maybe I
would have to deal with it better next
time if it happened. I had a lot of time
to think," said Evans.
Auger-Aliassime, who also reached
the Melbourne fourth round last year,
will face Russian fifth seed Andrey
Rublev or Croatia's Marin Cilic in the
last 16.
Evans philosophical after 'good'
Australian swing
Evans made a fantastic start to the
2022 season, winning all three of his

matches at the ATP Cup and reaching
the semi-finals in Sydney.
A straight-set win against Belgium's
David Goffin at Melbourne Park
maintained his run of positive results,
but he did not have to hit a ball on the
match court to reach the third round
after Rinderknech pulled out.
"I wasn't at the races as I have been
and losing is difficult to take. But it has
been a good swing here in Australia
and a lot of positives to take," Evans
said.
"Losing here today is not the be all and
end all. Losing is part of the sport."
After four days without a match,
Evans started well on serve - despite
being irritated by loud music from an
outside stage drifting over onto court
- and created the first break points of

the match.
The Briton dumped a forehand into the
net at 2-2, before a double fault from
Auger-Aliassime gave him another
opportunity at 4-4.
This time, the Canadian's deep
baseline returning and an ace denied
Evans taking a crucial lead.
The scoreboard pressure then told on
Evans.
At 5-4, a rare foray forward ended with
a stretching volley being pushed long
for 30-40 and a forehand drive volley
into the net on set point - the first break
opportunity of the match for AugerAliassime - left Evans trailing.
"It was a bit of a snowball effect. I was
nervous, it was difficult and it was a
big opportunity," Evans said.
"I didn't take care of business when I
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had break points so that made it a little
worse for how I was feeling."
Evans' despondency at losing the
opener in such a manner appeared to
carry over into the second set.
A double-fault allowed AugerAliassime to break for a 2-0 lead and
Evans continued to struggle on first
serve.
The Canadian took advantage to
go a double-break up at 4-0 and
comfortably saw out a set where
Evans landed 50% of his first serves.
After Evans held at the start the third
set, the one-sided nature of the contest
quickly resumed. Auger-Aliassime
broke for 2-1 and then dropped just
four more points as he cruised to
victory.

"It is tough not to feel better, it is one
of the best Grand Slam performances
I've had," said Auger-Aliassime.
"Everything was working for me
today, I'm happy to be through in
straight sets."
Beatles and Elton John covers provides
unusual atmosphere
Evans suffered the same fate as Murray
and Broady by losing on John Cain
Arena, which is known as the 'people's
court' because it is open to non-ticket
holders.
Usually that leads to a boisterous
atmosphere in the stands but, on this
occasion, the noise drifting onto court
during the opening five games came
from live music on a stage entertaining
fans outside.
It was a bizarre situation, one not
befitting such an important Grand
Slam match, and irritated Evans in
particular.
Evans created a break point for 3-2
as a version of The Beatles' Hey
Jude played out, but put the forehand
into the net and let umpire Jaume
Campistol know his feelings at the
changeover.
"It's not like it's a little bit loud, it's on
the court," Evans told the official.
The tunes soon stopped and allowed
Evans to focus on the set which
mattered - the opening one of the
match, not the musical variety.
Afterwards, Evans joked they should
have kept the music on.
"I played better with it on," he said.
"It was probably the best part of
the match, listening to that, I think
'Rocketman' by Elton John."
BBC

SPORT

Pep Guardiola: Manager will not 'betray'
Man City when he makes decision on future
M
anchester City boss Pep
Guardiola says he will be open
and honest with the club when
the time comes for the coach to make a
decision on his future.
Guardiola's contract with City runs until
the end of the 2022-23 season.
However, the 51-year-old claims he is
not thinking about where he will go if he
leaves the Etihad Stadium.
"They gave me everything, so I cannot
betray them or do anything wrong to them.
That would be not nice from my side," said
Guardiola.
"Together we took decisions to come here
and to extend the contract two times and
it will be the same now. It depends how
they feel about me and how I feel myself
in the club."
He added: "I'm not a guy to think much
about the future when I have still the
contract I have.
"I'm not good enough to think far, far away
about my future because my future always
depends on results. I'm not concerned for
any second."

Guardiola, who said he feels "protected"
and "comfortable" in his current position,
is aiming to win his fourth Premier League
title in six years in England, while he has
also led City to four Carabao Cups and the
FA Cup.
Having opened up an 11-point lead over
Liverpool at the top of the Premier League,
the former Barcelona and Bayern Munich
boss is eyeing success in the Champions
League for the first time since his triumph
with Barca in 2011, having lost to Chelsea

in last season's final.
Guardiola has spoken in the past about
pursuing other interests and challenges
later in life, but he insists that is not on his
mind.
"I don't know - I feel good and comfortable,"
he said when asked how long he intends to
continue in management.
"When I'm not energetic and feel a little bit
drained or tired, I'm pretty sure I will quit.
But right now, I feel good."
Guardiola was speaking at a news
conference before his side's trip to face
Southampton on Saturday, and the Catalan
explained that his desire to improve
players and his team's overall performance
levels are what keeps him motivated in
management.
"Still we can play better, still some players
can improve and we have some things I
don't like," he said.
"It's the desire to not have the feeling that
all the managers and players have when we
lose, and to have the pleasure when we win
games."
BBC

When I'm not
energetic and
feel a little bit
drained or tired.

Olympian Hellen Obiri backed for glory
W

orld cross country champion
Hellen Obiri is tipped to take
the honours in tomorrow’s
World Athletics International Cross
Country meeting at the Billy Neill Country
Park, Dundonald.
This is part of a World Series which also
includes teams from England, Scotland
and Wales.
Underfoot conditions could be challenging
for the some 500 athletes competing,
however this will not unduly concern the
32-year-old Kenyan as she defeated the
best in world cross country two years ago
in Denmark. She won by two seconds
from Didi of Ethiopia in very slippery
conditions.
Obiri is better renowned for her track
achievements which have made her one of
the most successful world-class athletes in
recent years. This has included two world
5,000m titles and Olympic silver medals,
the latest coming at the Tokyo Games
where she lost to multi gold medallist
Sifan Hassan.
However, Obiri will need to keep a wary
eye on Ethiopian rival Likina Amebawe,
who currently leads the World Athletics
Tour series. Another international rival is
top European junior Charlotte Penneman.
The English challenge will come from
30-year-old Kate Avery, who has two

However, Obiri
will need to keep
a wary eye on
Ethiopian rival
Likina Amebawe.

individual European medals to her credit.
She was seventh in the last Dundonald
outing two years ago.
Just behind her in that race was Scotland’s
Mhari MacLennan, who should do well
again along with Ireland’s Una Britton.
The local Northern Ireland challenge
should come from Armagh’s Fionnuala
Ross and Nikita Burke, who was third in
the recent big Joe Seeley race.
The Men’s 10k event should be a battle
between Kenyan pair Vincent Keter and
Kamar Etiang. Keter (19) is the World
Junior 1,500m champion with a personal
best of under three minutes and 38 seconds.
Even that time is surpassed by 19-year-old
Etiang, who has a World Junior leading
time of 3.33.12.
An interesting late entry is Belfast’s
Stephen Scullion, who has carried all
before him in marathons in recent times.
In 2020, the 33-year-old famously took
the Irish marathon record from Olympic
medallist John Treacy with a time of
2.09.49.
The Under Armour athlete has been taking
time out after the Tokyo Olympics before a
challenging year which includes either the
World Championships or Commonwealth
Games.
Other key athletes who should feature
include England’s Zak Mahamed, who
finished a superb ninth in the recent
European Championships in Dublin. Also
competing is team-mate Hugo Milner, who
won the Cardiff Cross Challenge.
The local challenge should come from
new star Eskander Turki, Conor Duffy,
who was 17th two years ago, and Northern
Ireland’s Matthew Neill, who was runnerup in the Seeley race.
Racing starts at Dundonald at 11am, with
the international races from 2.15pm.
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